CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

In this chapter the writer divides into two parts, conclusion and suggestion. Conclusion and suggestion as the final result of this research entitled “An Analysis of Swear Words on Ben Stiller’s Tropic Thunder”. Meanwhile in the suggestion the writer puts forward a plan for the next researchers who conduct with swear words.

5.1 Conclusion

After analyzing the data, the writer has made final conclusion to analyze about swear word. There are 8 types of swear word based on Wardaugh that found in Tropic Thunder. One’s mother in law referring to promiscuous woman excretion („b*tch”, „motherf*cker”), animal term related to religious or prehistoric beliefs („bullsh*t”, „dog”), Sex referring to sexual activities („f*ck” and „f*cking”), death referring to something that frighten people („go to hell”), excretion term referring to human’s excretion („sh*t”, „p*ss”), bodily function referring to human’s genital („assh*le”, „d*ck”, „ass”), religious matters („God damn you!”, „For God”s sake!”), middle finger arises as symbol of sexual intercourse („f*ck you!”, „screw you).

Then, the reason of the character in Tropic Thunder movie used swear word are psychological condition of the speaker and social motives. Furthermore,
psychological condition of the speaker is the highest reason that is used the characters in uttering swear words.

Moreover, there are four function of swear word that is uttered by the characters in *Tropic Thunder* movie. Expletive expresses personal emotion that is used to express the speaker’s emotions and it is not directed to anyone. Abusive expression is directed to others. It needs target to whom the speaker can utter the swear words. For example, the speaker utters “f*ck you” to the target. Humorous sometimes the use of swear words can also be in the context of humor. It usually takes from abusive swear words but they are used in humorous context. Swear words be auxiliary. It directed toward people, but it is not intended to others.

Auxiliary swear words are the way of talking and it is called by “lazy swearing” since it does not have any meaning. As the result of the analysis the highest function of swear word is abusive expression.

5.2 Suggestion

From the analysis and conclusion above, the researcher suggests that swear words become the topic for the research in the future for students in English Department in University (UIN) SunanAmpel Surabaya especially for student in English Department in Humanities Faculty. Moreover, the writer suggests to the next researchers who want to analyze swear words have to collect data from the other sources. Then, the writer suggests to compare between one theory with the other theory to make valid analysis.